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The Royalty Line RL-HM250T.3 Hand Mixer 200W is here to help you save time and energy in the kitchen thanks to its
adaptable features and user-friendly design.

 

There are both beaters and dough hooks included in the hand mixer, so it may be used for a variety of purposes in the
kitchen. The mixer's speed can be set between five distinct ranges using the speed regulator. In order to accomplish even the
most difficult mixing chores, a turbo button is included.

 

Because the beaters can be removed with the push of a button, cleanup is a breeze. The hand mixer's versatility is enhanced
by the ejection mechanism, which allows you to quickly change from the beaters to the dough hooks.



 

The ergonomic design of the hand mixer makes it possible to operate it for long periods of time with minimal fatigue. It has
a powerful and efficient 200W output and runs at a frequency range of 220-240V (50/60Hz).

 

This Royalty Line RL-HM250T.3 Hand Mixer 200W is an effective and adaptable appliance for the kitchen that prioritizes
user comfort and convenience. This hand mixer is ideal for any home kitchen thanks to its one-touch beater eject, variable
speed control (with up to five settings), turbo button, ejection mechanism, and included beaters and dough hooks.

 

 

Features:

One-Touch Beater Eject: With the one-touch eject button, the beaters can be easily removed for cleaning, making clean-up a
snap. Versatility: The hand mixer comes equipped with beaters and dough hooks, providing flexibility in the kitchen for a
wide range of baking and cooking tasks. Speed Regulator: The speed regulator has five different positions, allowing you to
adjust the mixer's speed to your desired consistency. Turbo Button: The turbo button provides an extra boost of power,
allowing you to easily tackle tougher mixing tasks. Ejection Mechanism: The ejection mechanism makes it easy to switch
between the beaters and dough hooks, making the hand mixer even more versatile. Ergonomic Design: The hand mixer is
designed with ergonomics in mind, ensuring that it is comfortable to hold and use for extended periods. Power Supply: The
hand mixer operates at 220-240V~50/60Hz 200W, ensuring that it is powerful and efficient.

 

Specifications:

Brandname: Royalty Line Color: White, Purple Materials: ABS, S/S Speed: 5 speed Power: 200W Attachment: Stainless
Steel Hooks & Beaters Voltage: 220-240V~50/60Hz

EAN : 5407004747620

ISBN : 85094000

Weight : 1.00 Kg

Volume : 0.00320 m3

(L x l x H) : 20.00 cm x 10.00 cm x 16.00 cm

Box 12  units

Pallet 384  (Units)

Box dimensions 61.5cm x 41cm x 16.8cm

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/royalty-line-rlhm250t3-hand-mixer-200w-xml-243_270-3649.html

